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˜Let R be a filtered ring such that the Rees ring R of R is left Noetherian. It is
 .observed that if T is a left Ore set of the associated graded ring G R consisting of
  . 4homogeneous elements then the saturated set S s s g R, s s g T is a left Ore
set of R. This lifting property is used to obtain local-global results on R
 .which simplify some microlocal-global results in the literature. If G R is positively
graded and commutative then certain structure sheaves on R are constructed.
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INTRODUCTION
The theory of algebraic microlocalization, which has its roots in the
algebraic study of systems of linear differential equations with holomor-
w xphic coefficients KKS, GQS , has been developed by several authors in
w xrecent years, e.g., Spr, Gin, VE1, WK, AVVO . Roughly speaking, if R is
a filtered ring and S is a multiplicatively closed subset of R such that the
 .corresponding subset s S of homogeneous elements in the associated
 .graded ring G R is a left Ore set, then S is generally not a left Ore set of
R and hence one cannot localize R at S. Nevertheless, one may construct
m .a complete filtered ring Q R which is called the microlocalization of RS
 .at S such that there exists a canonical filtered ring homomorphism
m .  .  . m .w : R ª Q R with the properties: 1 w s is a unit of Q R for everyS S
 .s g S; 2 if f : R ª A is a filtered ring homomorphism, where A is
 .complete and f s is a unit of A for each s g S, then there exists a
m .unique filtered ring homomorphism g : Q R ª A such that g (w s f.S
  .  .4   .Moreover, if S s r g R, s r g s S see the definition of s r insat
. m  . m .  w x.Section 2 then Q R s Q R cf. Sao , and if S is a left Ore set ofS Ssat
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$
m y1 y1 .R then Q R s S R where the latter is the completion of S R withS
y1  w x.respect to the localized filtration on S R cf. AVVO .
However, in order to obtain some localization-like properties of microlo-
m .calizations, such as the important exactness of the functor Q R m y inS R
w xAVVO , the microlocal description of modules with regular singularities
w xin VE2, LVO1 and the microlocal description of dimension theory and
w xthe Auslander regularity of filtered rings in Sao , the Noetherian condi-
 w x.tion even the Zariskian condition in the sense of LVO2 has been
˜ assumed on the Rees ring R of R although the S-Noetherian condition
w xon a filtered ring was used in VE2 , it was proved that this condition is
w x.equivalent to the Zariskian condition; see LVO2 . Under the assumption
that R is left Zariskian the microlocalization theory has also been used in
the construction of sheaves of quantum sections which has been connected
w x w xto the study of noncommutative algebraic geometry in SVO and LBVO .
In the present paper, after giving some necessary preliminaries we first
˜observe the fact that if the Rees ring R of a filtered ring R is left Noetherian,
 .then any left Ore set T of G R consisting of nonzero homogeneous
˜ .elements may be lifted to a saturated left Ore set in R, resp. in R.
m .Consequently the microlocalization Q R of R at a multiplicativelyS
closed subset S is nothing but the completion of a localization of R at an
 .Ore set Section 2 . This fact motivates us to revisit the microlocal-global
w xresults of VE2, LVO1, Sao and to obtain a local-global analogy by using
 .  .localizations at Ore sets Sections 3, 4 . Moreover, if G R is positively
 . ggraded and commutative we lift the classical graded structure sheaves OY&&
g F G F ˜  ..  .  .and O over Y s Proj G R to sheaves O , O , O , O on R andY Y Y Y 0 Y 0
 .R respectively in a natural way Section 5 .
1. PRELIMINARIES
All rings considered in this paper are associative rings with identity 1.
Unless otherwise stated, module means left unitary module. For the
readers convenience we recall some basic notions on filtered rings and
filtered modules. By a filtered ring we mean a ring R with a filtration
 4FR s F R, n g Z consisting of additive subgroups of R such that R sn
D F R, 1 g F R, F R : F R and F RF R : F R for all n, m gng Z n 0 n nq1 n m nqm
Z. By a filtered R-module we mean an R-module with a filtration FM s
 4F M, n g Z consisting of additive subgroups of M such that M sn
D F M, F M : F M, and F RF M : F M for all n, m g Z.ng Z n n nq1 n m nqm
The category of filtered left R-modules and filtered R-morphisms of
degree zero is denoted by R-filt. If R is a filtered ring with filtration FR,
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then there are two associated graded rings with respect to FR, namely, the
˜  .Rees ring R s [ F R and the associated graded ring G R sng Z n
[ F RrF R. For any M g R-filt with filtration FM the Rees mod-ng Z n ny1
˜ ˜ule M s [ F M, which is a graded R-module, and the associatedng Z n
 .  .graded module G M s [ F MrF M, which is a graded G R -mod-ng Z n ny1
ule, are also defined in a natural way. If X denotes the central regular
˜element of degree 1 which is represented by the identity 1 of R in R , then1
˜ ˜ .we have R ( Rr 1 y X R as filtered rings where the latter has the
˜ ˜ .dehomogenized filtration, G R ( RrXR as graded rings where the latter
˜ y1 y1w x w xhas the quotient gradation. Moreover, R X ( R t, t as graded rings
˜ y1w xwhere the latter has the natural gradation and R X is the localization
˜ 2 4of R at 1, X, X , . . . . For any filtered R-module M with filtration FM
˜ ˜ .we also have M ( Mr 1 y X M as filtered modules where the latter has
˜ ˜ .the dehomogenized filtration G M ( MrXM as graded modules where
˜ y1 y1w x w xthe latter has the quotient gradation. Moreover, M X ( M t, t as
˜ y1w xgraded modules where the latter has the natural gradation and M X is
˜ 2 4the localization of M at 1, X, X , . . . . A filtration FM on an R-module
M is said to be good if there are k , . . . , k g Z and j , . . . , j g M such1 s 1 s
s ˜that F M s  F Rj for all n g Z. FM is good if and only if M is an is1 nyk ii˜finitely generated R-module.
Finally we recall that a filtered ring R with filtration FR is called a left
˜w xZariskian ring in the sense of LVO2 if R is left Noetherian and F R isy1
 . contained in the Jacobson radical J F R of F R or equivalently, X is0 0
g ˜ ˜ .contained in the graded Jacobson radical J R of R which is the largest
˜ ˜proper graded ideal of R such that its intersection with R is contained in0
˜ .the Jacobson radical in R . For some basic properties of a Zariskian0
w x w xfiltered ring we refer the reader to LVO2 and LVOW . We also refer the
w xreader to LVO2 for some typical examples of Zariskian filtered rings. In
particular, if a filtered ring R has discrete or positi¨ e filtration such that
˜ .G R is Noetherian then R is a Zariskian ring, hence R is Noetherian.
2. LIFTING ORE SETS AND BASIC PROPERTIES
In this section we first discuss the lifting property of a homogeneous Ore
w xset and then, by using the dehomogenization method given in LVO3 we
derive some basic properties of lifting Ore sets.
˜ ˜ Let R be a filtered ring with filtration FR. We write p : R ª Rr 1 y1
˜ ˜ ˜.  .X R s R, p : R ª RrXR s G R for the natural homomorphisms, and2
we define the s-function on a filtered R-module M as usual:
 .  .  .s : M ª G M , s m s m q F M if m g F M y F M and s m sny1 n ny1
0 if m g F F M.ng Z n
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 .Suppose that T is a multiplicatively closed subset of G R consisting of
nonzero homogeneous elements i.e., 1 g T and t , t g T implies t t g1 2 1 2
.T . Then the saturated subset
˜ ˜S s r g R , r homogeneous, p r g T .˜ ˜ ˜ 52
˜is a multiplicatively closed subset of R consisting of nonzero homogeneous
˜ .elements and p S s T. Moreover, one also easily sees that the saturated2
subset
S s r g R , s r g T 4 .
is a multiplicatively closed subset of R consisting of nonzero elements and
˜ .p S s S.1
˜2.1. LEMMA. Suppose that the ideal XR has the Artin]Rees property for
˜graded left ideals and R satisfies the ACC on left annihilators. If T is a left
˜ .Ore set in G R consisting of homogeneous elements then S is a left Ore set in
R˜ and S is a left Ore set in R.
˜ ˜ w xProof. It is sufficient to prove that S is a left Ore set of R. By NVO
we only have to check the Ore conditions for homogeneous elements.
Using the commutative diagram
6
n˜ ˜ ˜R RrX R
6
6
˜ ˜RrXR ,
w xa similar argument to that in the proof of AVVO Lemma 3.2 shows that
˜ ˜ n ˜ ˜the image of S in RrX R, where n G 1, is a left Ore set. Let r g R be a˜
˜ ˜ ˜homogeneous element and s g S. Then there exist r 9 g R, s9 g S such˜ ˜ ˜
˜ ˜ n ˜ ˜ ˜ .  .that r 9s y s9r g Rs q Rr l X R : X Rs q Rr for some n G 1 because˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
˜XR has the Artin]Rees property for graded left ideals. Hence r 9s y s9r s˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
˜ .  .  .X r s q r r and r 9 y Xr s s s9 q Xr r. Note that s9 q Xr g S, it˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜1 2 1 2 2
˜follows that the first Ore condition holds. Since R satisfies the ACC on left
annihilators it is well known that the second Ore condition follows from
 w x.the first Ore condition e.g., GW, Proposition 9.9 .
˜  .2.2. COROLLARY. Let R be left Noetherian. If T is a left Ore set in G R
˜ ˜consisting of homogeneous elements, then S is a left Ore set in R and S is a left
Ore set in R.
˜From now on we assume that R is left Noetherian.
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 .Let T be a left Ore set in G R consisting of homogeneous elements,
˜and S, S be the saturated Ore sets obtained from T. Using the notations
as before and considering the corresponding localizations we obtain
y1y1 y1 y1˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜S RrS 1 y X R ( p S Rr 1 y X R s S R .  . .  .1
y1y1 y1 y1˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜S RrS XR ( p S RrXR s T G R . . .  .  .2
y˜1 ˜Note that S R is a Z-graded ring and X is again a central regular
y˜1 ˜ w xelement of degree 1 in S R; it follows from LVO3 that the following
proposition holds.
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let the notations be as abo¨e.
y1 y˜1 ˜ .1 S R is the dehomogenization of S R with respect to X in the sense
w x y1of LVO3 , hence S R is a filtered ring with filtration
y˜1 ˜S R q 1 y X . . ny1F S R s , n g Z. .n 1 y X .
&
y1 y1 y1 y1˜ ˜ .  .  .2 G S R ( T G R ; S R( S R.
2.4. COROLLARY. Let S be a multiplicati¨ ely closed subset of R such that
˜ .  .T s s S is a left Ore set of G R . Let S and S be the saturated Ore sets
˜obtained from T as before. Consider the microlocalizations at S, resp. at S, as
w x m .constructed in AVVO and adopt the notations in loc. cit. We ha¨e Q RS$
y1 y1s S R where the latter is the completion of S R with respect to its filtration$ &
m y1 y1 y1 m  ..  .  .  .topology; G Q R s G S R s G S R ( T G R ; Q R s .S S&
m y1 n y1 nX X˜ ˜ ˜ .  .  .Q R s S R s S R where n denotes the graded completionS˜ X
˜ ˜with respect to the XR-adic filtration on R.
Let M be a filtered R-module with filtration FM note that any
.R-module may be filtered with respect to FR . If we consider the Rees
˜module M of M then we also have:
y1y1 y1 y1˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜S MrS 1 y X M ( p S Mr 1 y X M s S M .  . .  .1
y1y1 y1 y1˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜S MrS XM ( p S MrXM s T G M . . .  .  .2
2.5. COROLLARY. Let the notations be as abo¨e.
y1 y˜1 ˜ .1 S M is the dehomogenization of S M with respect to X, hence
Sy1M is a filtered Sy1R-module with filtration
y˜1 ˜S M q 1 y X . . ny1F S M s , n g Z. .n 1 y X .
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&
y1 y1 y1 y1˜ ˜ .  .  .2 G S M ( T G M ; S M( S M.
$
m y1˜ .  .3 Let S, S, and S be as in Corollary 2.4. Then Q M s S M whereS
m . w xQ M is the microlocalization of M at S as constructed in AVVO andS$
y1 y1S M is the completion of S M with respect to its filtration topology,$ &
m y1 y1 y1 m m ˜  ..  .  .  .  .G Q M s G S M s G S M ( T G M and Q M s Q M . ˜S S S&
y1 n y1 nX X˜ ˜ .  .s S M s S M where n denotes the graded completion withX
˜ ˜respect to the XR-adic filtration on M.
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let M be a filtered R-module with filtration FM.
 .  y1 .1 If FM is a good filtration on M then F S M is a good filtration on
Sy1M.
 . y1 2 The canonical map w : M ª S M is a filtered morphism of degree
.  .zero , and if G M is T-torsionfree then w is a strict filtered map, i.e.,
 y1 .  .  .F S M l w M s w F M , n g Z.n n
˜ .Proof. 1 If FM is good on M then M is a finitely generated&
y1 y1˜ ˜ ˜R-module. It follows from Corollary 2.5 that S Ms S M is a finitely
y˜1 ˜ y1 .generated S R-module and hence F S M is good.
 .2 This may be directly checked.
w x2.7. COROLLARY AVVO Corollary 3.20 . Let S be as in Corollary 2.4.
 . m .1 The functor Q R m }preser¨ es strict maps and is exact on R-S R
modules.
 . m . m .2 If M g R-filt has a good filtration FM then Q R m M ( Q MS R S
 m . . m .as filtered R-modules also as filtered Q R -modules , and as a Q R -S S
m .  m ..module Q M has good filtration F Q M .S S
˜Proof. Let S and S be as in Corollary 2.4. Then by the foregoing$ $
m y1 m y1 .  .results we have Q R s S R and Q M s S M.S S
$
y1 y1 y1 .  w x.1 Since S R is a flat S R-module cf. LVO2 and S R is a flat$
y1R-module, it follows that S R is a flat R-module. If f : M ª N is a strict
˜ ˜ ˜filtered morphism in R-filt then f : M ª N has X-torsionfree cokernel.
y˜ 1 ˜ y˜ 1 ˜ y˜ 1 ˜ .Consequently, S f : S M ª S N has an X-torsionfree
y1 . y1 y1cokernel. Therefore S f : S M ª S N is strict and hence$ $ $
y1 y1 y1S f : S Mª S N is strict. .
 .  y1 .2 If FM is good on M then F S M is good by Proposition 2.6. It$ $
y1 y1 y1w x  .y1follows from LVO2 that S R m S R m M ( S M. Now it isS R R$
y1 .clear that F S M is good.
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Let us finish this section by giving an interesting property of lifting Ore
sets that fails for general Ore sets.
 .2.8. PROPOSITION. Let T be a left Ore set of G R consisting of homoge-
neous elements and S the standard Ore set of R obtained from T as before.
y1  .Then S R is a left Zariskian filtered ring although R is not Zariskian .
&
y1 y1˜ ˜Proof. Since S R s S R the latter is a left Noetherian ring. It
remains to show that X is contained in the graded Jacobson radical
g y˜1 ˜ y˜1 ˜ . w xJ S R . Recall from NVO that the graded Jacobson radical of S R is
y˜1 ˜the largest proper graded ideal of S R such that its intersection with
y˜1 ˜ y˜1 ˜ y1 .  .S R is contained in the Jacobson radical of S R . Now if Xs r g˜ ˜0 0
y˜1 ˜ y˜1 ˜ y1 y˜1 ˜ .  .XS R l S R then we have to prove that for all s r g S R the˜ ˜0 1 1 0
y1 y1 y˜1 ˜ ˜ . .element 1 y X s r s r is invertible in S R. If s r s as with a g R˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜˜ ˜1 1 2 1
˜ y1 y1 y1 y1 . .  .  .  . and s g S, then 1 y X s r s r s 1 y X s s ar s s s s s˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜2 1 1 2 1 2 2
˜ ˜.y Xar . Since S is saturated s s y Xar g S, it follows that 1 y˜˜ ˜ ˜ ˜˜1 2 1
y1 y1 . .X s r s r is invertible.˜ ˜ ˜ ˜1 1
3. HOLONOMIC MODULES WITH REGULAR
SINGULARITIES REVISITED
In a purely algebraic study of holonomic D-modules with regular
singularities, the stalk E of analytic micro-local differential operators at ap
 .point p has been replaced by an algebraic microlocalization E R of ap
g  ..filtered E-ring R at a prime ideal p g Spec G R , and a microlocal
characterization of holonomic modules with regular singularities has been
w x w xgiven first in VE2 by using microlocalizations of E-rings, then in LVO1
by using microlocalizations of strongly filtered rings. In view of Section 2
the aim of this section is to give a local-global description for holonomic
modules with regular singularities by using localizations at lifting Ore sets.
w x w xIn VE2 and LVO1 one of the key steps to arrive at the final result is to
microlocally study finitely generated F R-modules. To this end, an isomor-0
y1 .  .   .. phism x : s S Q n, N ª Q n, N p has to be employed see thep0w x w x.proof of VE2, Corollary 4.12 , and the proof of LVO1 Lemma 4.6 .
However, the proof of the fact that x is an isomorphism given in both
w x w xVE2 and LVO1 is rather complicated because the localized pseudo-
normal has been heavily used. In our case the exactness of the localization
 .functor will enable us to obtain a similar isomorphism Lemma 3.5 and to
 .locally study finitely generated F R-modules Lemma 3.6]Proposition 3.80
quite easily. After Theorem 3.9 we may complete our approach by mimick-
w xing the argument of LVO1 .
To start with, we recall that a bideri¨ ation on a commutative ring A is a
 .  .Z-bilinear map d : A = A ª A satisfying d a a , b s a d a , b q1 2 1 2
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 .  .  .  .d a , b a , d a, b b s b d a, b q d a, b b , for all a , a , b , b g A.1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .An ideal I in A is d-stable if d a, b g I for all a, b g I. If R is a filtered
 .ring with filtration FR such that G R is commutative then we can define
 .  4  .  .  .  .a Z-bilinear map on G R as follows , G R = G R ª G R , f , g
 4  .  .  4¬ f , g , where f s s a , g s s b for some a g F R, b g F R, f , gn m
w x w x .  4s a, b q F R a, b being the Lie commutator . Clearly , is anqmy2
 . w xbiderivation on G R and it is called the Poisson product in Ga . An ideal
 .  4I of G R is said to be in¨oluti¨ e if I is , -stable.
 w x.3.1. THEOREM Gabber’s Theorem Ga . Let R be a filtered ring with
 .filtration FR such that G R is a Noetherian commutati¨ e algebra o¨er Q
where Q is the field of rational numbers. Let M be a finitely generated
  .  .4  .R-module with a good filtration FM, then J M , J M : J M where
 .J M s Ann G M is the characteristic ideal of M. .’ GR.
3.2. DEFINITION. Let R be a filtered ring with filtration FR such that
 .G R is a Noetherian commutative Q-algebra. Let I be a graded involu-
’ . tive radical ideal of G R i.e., I s K for some graded ideal K ; for
 . .example, we may take I s J M s Ann G M , M g R-filt. M is .’ GR.
 .said to have regular singularities along I M has R.S. along I if M
 .possesses a good filtration FM such that I : Ann G M . M is said toGR.
 .  .have regular singularities M has R.S. if M has R.S. along I s J M , i.e.,
 .  .   .J M s Ann G M note that J M is independent of the choice ofGR.
.good filtrations on M .
Before Theorem 3.10 we always assume that R is a left Zariskian filtered
ring with filtration FR satisfying the following two conditions:
 . w x1 R is strongly filtered in the sense of LVO1 , i.e., F RF R s F Rn m nqm
 .for all n, m g Z, or equivalently, G R is strongly graded; and
 .  .2 G R is a commutative Q-algebra.
 .  4Let I be as in Definition 3.2. Put G I s t g F R, t q F R g I . We1 0
w xfirst recall from LVO1, Proposition 4.4 the following
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let M g F-filt be finitely generated. The following
statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1 M has R.S. along I;
 .  .  . ` i2 For e¨ery m g M, t g G I , the F R-module P m s  F Rt m0 t is0 0
is finitely generated.
g  ..Let R be as above. Let Spec G R be the set of all graded prime
 .   . .  .ideals of G R and Spec G R the set of prime ideals of G R . For0 0
  . .  . g  ..each p g Spec G R we have G R p s p g Spec G R . Let T be0 0 0 p
 .the multiplicatively closed subset in G R consisting of homogeneous
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 .  .elements of G R y p and T s G R y p . Using the notations as inp 0 00
Section 2 we obtain by Lemma 2.1 the corresponding Ore set S s r g R,p
 . 4   . 4s r g T in R and the Ore set S s r g F R, s r g T in F Rp p 0 p 00 0
because F R is also a left Zariskian ring. It is easily seen that S : S .0 p p0w xMoreover, a slight modification of the proof of LVO1, Proposition 3.5
yields the following
 .3.4. PROPOSITION. 1 For any s g S there is an s9 g S such thatp p
s9s g S .p0
 .2 S is also an Ore set in R.p0
 . y1 y1 y1  y1 . y13 S R s S R, S R is strongly filtered, and F S R s S F R,p p p 0 p p 00 0
 y1 . y1F S R s S F R, n g Z.n p p n0
 . y1  . y1  . y1  .  y1  ..4 T G R s T G R , T G R is strongly graded and T G Rp p p p 00y1  .  y1  .. y1  .s T G R , T G R s T G R , k g Z.p 0 p k p k0 0
 .  y1 .  y1  .. y1  .  y1 .  y1  ..5 G S R s T G R s T G R , G S R s T G Rp 0 p 0 p 0 p k p k0y1  .s T G R , k g Z.p k0
Let M be an R-module with good filtration FM and N an arbitrary
F R-submodule of M. Define0
F M l Nn
Q n , N s , n g Z. .
F M l Nny1
 .  .  .  .  .Clearly Q n, N is a G R -submodule of G M , Q n, N : G M .0 n
y1  .Moreover, if w : M ª S M is the canonical map then we define N p asp p
 y1 . y1  .the F S R -submodule in S M generated by the elements w m with0 p p p
m g N, and we put
F Sy1M l N p . .n p
Q n , N p s , n g Z. . . y1F S M l N p . .ny1 p
  ..  y1 .  y1 .Then Q n, N p is a G S R -submodule of G S M . On the otherp 0 p
  ..  .  .hand, Q n, N p is a G R -module via the canonical morphism G R0 0
y1  .  y1 .ª T G R s GS R .p 0 p 00
 .  . y13.5. LEMMA. 1 N p s S N.p0
 . y1  .2 There exists an isomorphism of additi¨ e groups x : S Q n, N ªp0
  ..Q n, N p .
 . y1  . y1  .3 T Q n, N s 0 if and only if S Q n, N s 0.p p0 0
 .  . y1Proof. 1 By Proposition 3.4 it is easily seen that N p s S N.p0
 .2 For each n g Z we have the isomorphism of additive groups
y1 . y1 y1g : S F M l N ª S F M l S N. Hence we obtain the followingn p n p n p0 0 0
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commutative diagram of exact rows and columns:
0 0
6 6
y1 y1 y16 6 6 6 .  .  .0 S F M l N S F M l N S Q n , N 0p ny1 p n p0 0 0
6 6
6
g g xny1 n
y1 y1 y1 y16 6 6 6S F M l S N0 S F M l S N   ..Q n , N p 0p ny1 p p n p
6 6
0 0 0 0
0 0
Consequently x is an isomorphism.
 .  .3 This follows from the fact that s x q F M l N s 0 if and onlyny1
 . .if s s x q F M l N s 0 for all s g S and x q F M l N gny1 p ny10
 .Q n, N .
To continue our approach we need a few more notations.
 g  ..  .4First, put I s p g Spec G R such that p is involutive in G R and
  .4  .m s sup ht p where ht p denotes the height of p. If M is anR pg I
  ..R-module with good filtration FM then we let Min J M denote the set
 .of all minimal prime divisors of J M . By Gabber’s theorem it is clear that
  ..  .   ..Min J M : I and ht p F m for all p g Min J M .R
Second, let M have a good filtration FM and let N be an arbitrary
 .F R-submodule of M. Since G R is strongly graded and commutative if0
 .  .  . ’we put I n s Ann Q n, N and J n s I n for all n g Z, then .GR.0
 w x.  .  .  .  .as in LVO1 for a certain n we have I n s I n and J n s J n for0 0 0
 .  .  .  .all n G n . Hence if we put J N s J n then J N s D J n . Fur-0 0 ng Z
  ..   ..thermore, let Min I n , resp. Min J N , be the set of all minimal prime
 .  .   . .divisors of I n , resp. J N , in Spec G R .0
3.6. LEMMA. With notations as abo¨e, if N : M is not finitely generated as
an F R-module then the following properties hold:0
 .   ..  .1 Min I n / B, or in other words Q n, N / 0 for all n g Z.
 .   ..  .2 Let p g Min I n then p s G R p satisfies ht p F m .0 0 R
 .   ..   ..  .3 Min J N / B. If p g Min J N then for p s G R p , the0 0
 y1 .  .F S R -module N p is not finitely generated.0 p
Proof. First of all, note that FR is Zariskian. It follows that every good
filtration FM on M is separated. Hence if N / 0 then N ­ F M for somen
n g Z.
 .  . wThe proof of 1 , resp. 2 , is the same as the proof of LVO1, Lemma
 .x4.6 1, 2 .
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 .   ..   ..  .3 Since Min J N s Min J n for some n G 0 it follows from 10 0
  ..   ..  .that Min J N / B. Take p g Min J N and put p s G R p . Sup-0 0
 .  y1 .   ..pose that N p is a finitely generated F S R -module, then Q n, N p0 p
s 0 for some n9 G 0 and all n G n9. Therefore, for all n G n9,
y1  .  .  .T Q n, N s 0 by Lemma 3.5. However, J n : J N : p for all n G 0.p 00
 . y1  .Hence I n : p and this yields T Q n, N / 0, a contradiction. There-0 p0
 .fore N p is not finitely generated.
w xNow let us turn to holonomic modules. Recall from VE2 that a filtered
 .R-module M with good filtration FM is said to be holonomic if ht p s mR
  ..for all p g Min J M or else if M s 0. Clearly, if there is a nonzero
 .holonomic module then m is finite because G R is Noetherian.R
3.7. COROLLARY. Let M be a holonomic R-module and N an F R-sub-0
  ..module of M that is not finitely generated. If p g Min J N then p s0
 .   ..G R p g Min J M .0
 .   ..Proof. By Lemma 3.6 1 , Q n, N p / 0 for all n G 0, hence
y1  .  y1 .  .T G M s G S M / 0 and thus J M : p and p9 : p for somep p
  ..p9 g Min J M . The assumption ht p9 s m then leads to ht p G m andR R
 .  .it follows from Lemma 3.6 2 that p s p9 because m is finite! .R
3.8. PROPOSITION. Let M be holonomic. The following statements are
equi¨ alent:
 .1 N is a finitely generated F R-submodule of M;0
 .  .  y1 . y12 N p is a finitely generated F S R -submodule of S M for e¨ery0 p p
  ..p g Min J M .
 .Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 3.5 1 , Lemma 3.6, and
Corollary 3.7.
3.9. THEOREM. Let M be a holonomic R-module with good filtration FM.
The following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1 M has R.S. as an R-module;
 . y1 y1   ..2 S M has R.S. as a S R-module for all p g Min J M ;p p
 . y1 y1 g  ..3 S M has R.S. as a S R-module for all p g Spec G R .p p
 .  .Proof. It is sufficient to prove 2 « 1 . By Proposition 3.3. we need to
show that N s  F Rt im is a finitely generated F R-module for everyi 0 0
  ..m g M, t g G J M . But by Proposition 3.8 we only have to show that
 .  y1 .   ..N p is a finitely generated F S R -module for every p g Min J M .0 p
 .   y1 .  .  y1 .  . i  .Since w t g G J S M and N p s  F S R w t w m it followsp p i 0 p p p
 .again from Proposition 3.3 that N p is indeed a finitely generated
y1 .F S R -module.0 p
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w x Finally, using the same technique as that in LVO1 i.e., a dictionary
.between strongly filtered rings and filtered rings and replacing microlocal-
m . y1 w xizations Q R by localizations S R in VLO1, Sections 5, 6 we canS pp
announce the main result of this section as follows.
3.10. THEOREM. Let R be a left Zariskian filtering ring with filtration FR
 .such that G R is a commutati¨ e Q-algebra and, moreo¨er, m s n , whereR R
   ..  .4n s sup ht p, p g Spec G R , p is in¨oluti¨ e in G R . Let M be aR
holonomic R-module with good filtration FM. Then the following statements
are equi¨ alent:
 .1 M has R.S. as an R-module;
 . y1 y1   ..2 S M has R.S. as a S R-module for all p g Min J M ;p p
 . y1 y1 g  ..3 S M has R.S. as a S R-module for all p g Spec G R .p p
4. LOCAL DESCRIPTION OF DIMENSION THEORY AND
 .AUSLANDER REGULARITY GORENSTEIN PROPERTY
w xIn Sao some microlocal-global results concerning various dimensions
 .and the Auslander regularity Gorenstein property of a Zariskian filtered
 .ring R with commutative associated graded ring G R have been ob-
tained. By using the lifting Ore sets we show in this section that under the
w xsame assumptions as those in Sao there exist local-global descriptions for
 .various dimensions and the Auslander regularity Gorenstein property of
R. Our approach mainly depends on the faithful flatness of the R-module
y1  .[S R Lemma 4.1 .p
Throughout this section R is a left and right Zariskian filtered ring with
 . g  ..filtration FR such that G R is commutati¨ e. Let Spec G R be the set
 . g  ..of all graded prime ideals of G R . For every p g Spec G R it follows
from Section 2 that we may obtain the saturated Ore set S correspondingp
 .to the Ore set T consisting of homogeneous elements of G R y p.p
 .Clearly, S is a left and right Ore set of R because G R is commutative.p
4.1. LEMMA. With notations as abo¨e, then [ g Sy1R is apg Spec GR.. p
g  ..faithfully flat left and right R-module. If we replace Spec G R by the set of
 .all maximal graded ideals of G R then the same result holds.
Proof. Obviously [ Sy1R is a flat R-module. To prove the faithfulp p
flatness let M be any finitely generated R-module. Take a good filtration
FM on M, then FM is separated because R is Zariskian. Now suppose
 y1 . y1 y1that [ S R m M s 0. Then S R m M s S M s 0 for all p gp p R p R p
g  ..  y1 . y1  .Spec G R . Hence by Corollary 2.5 we have G S M s T G M s 0.p p
 .  .Since G M is a graded G R -module and this holds for all p g
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g  ..  .Spec G R it follows that G M s 0. Consequently the separability of
y1FM yields that M s 0. This proves the faithful flatness of [ S R.p p
Suppose that S is a left and right Ore set of R, then it is well known
that Sy1R s RSy1. Since R is Noetherian, if N is a finitely generated
n  . y1R-module then it is also well known that Ext N, R m S R (R R
n  y1 y1 .y1Ext S R m N, S R for every n G 0.S R
4.2. THEOREM. Let the notations be as abo¨e.
 .1 If inj.dim R denotes the injecti¨ e dimension of R then inj.dim R s
 y1 g  ..4  y1sup inj.dim S R, p g Spec G R s sup inj.dim S R, M maximal inp M
g  ..4Spec G R .
 .2 If R has finite global dimension gl.dim R then gl.dim R s
 y1 g  ..4  y1sup gl.dim S R, p g Spec G R s sup gl.dim S R, M maximal inp M
g  ..4Spec G R .
 .  .3 If G R is a gr-semilocal ring, i.e., it has only finite number of
 y1maximal graded ideals, then K.dim R s sup K.dim S R, M maximal inM
g  ..4  y1 g  ..4Spec G R s sup K.dim S R, p g Spec G R where K.dim R de-p
notes the Krull dimension of R in the sense of Gabriel]Rentschler.
 .Proof. 1 We only need to show the inequality inj.dim R F
 y1 g  ..4sup inj.dim S R, p g Spec G R . If the latter is infinite then there isp
nothing to prove. Suppose that the latter is finite, say m. Then for any
y1 mq1 .finitely generated R-module M we have S Ext M , R sp R
mq1  y1 y1 . g  ..y1Ext S M, S R s 0 for all p g Spec G R and hence Lemma 4.1S R p pp
mq1 .entails Ext M, R s 0. This proves that inj.dim R F m.R
 .2 Again we only need to show the inequality gl.dim R F
 y1 g  ..4sup gl.dim S R, p g Spec G R . Suppose that gl.dim R s m is finite.p
m .Then there is a finitely generated R-module M such that Ext M, R / 0.R
g  ..But then by Lemma 4.1 there must be some p g Spec G R such that
y1 m . m  y1 y1 .y1S Ext M, R s Ext S M, S R / 0 as desired.p R S R p pp
 .  . y13 Since G R is gr-semilocal the direct sum [S R is a finite sumM
 .where M ranges over all maximal graded ideals of G R . Now the equality
 y1 .follows from Lemma 4.1 and the well known fact that K.dim [S R sM
y1 g   ..4sup K.dim S R, M maximal in Spec G R .M
Recall that a left and right Noetherian ring R is said to be an
 .Auslander]Gorenstein Auslander regular ring if R has finite injective
 .dimension global dimension , say m, and satisfies the Auslander condition,
i.e., for any finitely generated R-module M, any 0 F k F m, and any
k  . n  .submodule N : Ext M, R we have Ext N, R s 0 where n - k.R R
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4.3. THEOREM. Let the notations be as abo¨e.
 . y11 R is Auslander]Gorenstein if and only if S R is Auslander]p
g   .. y 1Gorenstein for e¨ery p g Spec G R , if and only S R isM
g  ..Auslander]Gorenstein for all maximal graded M g Spec G R .
 .2 Suppose that R has finite global dimension, then R is Auslander
y1 g  ..regular if and only if S R is Auslander regular for e¨ery p g Spec G R , ifp
and only if Sy1R is Auslander regular for all maximal graded M gM
g  ..Spec G R .
Proof. By Theorem 4.2 we only need to prove that R satisfies the
Auslander condition if and only if Sy1R satisfies the Auslander conditionp
g  ..for every p g Spec G R .
Suppose that R satisfies the Auslander condition. Let N be any Sy1R-p
y1 k  . k  y1 y1 .y1submodule of S Ext M, R s Ext S M, S R where M is ap R S R p pP
finitely generated R-module, then there is an R-submodule N9 of
k  . y1Ext M, R such that N s S N9. Hence for n - k we have 0 sR p
y1 n  . n  y1 y1 . n  y1 .y1 y1S Ext N9, R s Ext S N9, S R s Ext N, S R .p R S R p p S R pp p
Conversely, suppose that Sy1R satisfies the Auslander condition forp
g   ..every p g Spec G R . L et N be any R -subm odule
k  . y1of Ext M, R where M is a finitely generated R-module. Since S N is aR p
y1 y1 k  . k  y1 y1 .y1S R-submodule of S Ext M, R s Ext S M, S R , for n - kp p R S R p ppy1 n  . n  y1 y1 .y1we have S Ext N, R s Ext S N, S R s 0 for all p gp R S R p pp
g  .. n .Spec G R . It follows from Lemma 4.1 that Ext N, R s 0 as wanted.
5. LIFTING STRUCTURE SHEAVES
Let R denote a filtered ring R with filtration FR such that its Rees ring
˜  .R is left Noetherian and G R is commutati¨ e and positi¨ ely graded. Write
 .   .  . 4Y s Proj G R s p, graded prime ideal of G R , p r G R whereq
 .  .G R s [ G R . Our aim in this section is to lift the classicalq n) 0 n &
g g .graded structure sheaves O and O over Y to sheaves O ,Y Y Y&
F g F ˜ .  .O , O , O on R and R respectively such that the obtained sheavesY Y 0 Y 0
have nice stalks at p g Y .
As in the foregoing sections for each p g Y let T be the multiplica-p
 .tively closed subset of G R consisting of homogeneous elements of
˜ ˜ .G R y p. It follows from Section 1 that we have the Ore set S in R,p
y˜1 ˜resp. the Ore set S in R, and the corresponding localization S R, resp.p p
Sy1R. Let us first show that the stalks of the sheaves we are going top
construct are nice rings.
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5.1. LEMMA. With notation as in Section 1, we ha¨e
y˜1 ˜ y˜1 ˜ .  .1 S R is a graded local ring, hence S R is a local ring;p p 0
 .  y1 . y12 F S R is a local ring, and S R is a left Zariskian filtered ring.0 p p
y˜1 ˜ y˜1 ˜ y1 .  .Proof. 1 From Section 1 we know that S RrXS R s G S R sp p p
y1 y˜1 ˜ .T G R . But the latter is a graded local ring, hence S R is a gradedp p
y˜1 ˜ .local ring and S R is a local ring.p 0
 .  y1 .  y1 .  y1 .  y1  ..2 Since F S R rF S R s G S R s T G R it follows0 p y1 p p 0 p 0
 y1 . y1that F S R is a local ring. The fact that S R is a left Zariskian filtered0 p p
ring follows from Lemma 2.8.
Now we proceed to construct our sheaves as mentioned in the beginning
of this section.
&
g .i The construction of OY
&
g .For every open subset U g Y , put G U, O to be the set of all functionsY
y˜1 ˜ y1 ˜ .q from U to @ S R such that q p g S R and q is locally apgU p p
˜quotient of elements of R, i.e., for every p g U there exists an open
˜neighborhood V of p, V : U, and elements a, b g R such that for each
˜ y˜1 ˜ .q g V, b g S and q q s arb in S R. For open subsets V : U in Yq q& &
U g g .  .we define r : G U, O ª G V, O to be the natural restriction map.V Y Y
5.2. PROPOSITION. Let the notations be as abo¨e.
&
g .  .1 G U, O is a ring with identity 1 where the sums and products are theY
usual sums and products of functions, rU is a ring homomorphism.V&
g .  .2 O is a sheaf of noncommutati¨ e rings.Y &
g y1˜ ˜ .3 For e¨ery p g Y , the stalk O , p is isomorphic to S R.Y p
 .Proof. 1 Let p g Y and let V and W be two open subsets of Y&
g .containing p. Suppose q , q g G U, O and q s arf on V and q s brg1 2 Y 1 2
y˜1 ˜ y˜1 ˜on W, where arf g S R for all q g V and brg g S R for all q g W. Ifq q
˜arf q brg s s a q s bru with u s s f s s g g S , then it is easily seen1 2 1 2 p
˜that s , s g S . Hence q q q s s a q s bru on the open subset V l W1 2 p 1 2 1 2
  ..   ..   ..   ..l D s f l D s g l D s s l D s s that is obviously a neigh-1 2
  ..borhood of p, where D s f consists of the primes in Y not containing
 .s f . Similarly we may prove that q q is is locally a quotient of elements1 2
˜of R.
 .2 This may be verified directly.
 .3 As in the commutative case we construct the isomorphism c from& & &
g y1 g g˜ ˜  .O , p to S R as follows: for every germ q g O , p, where q g G U, O , weY p Y Y
 .  .put c q s q p . Then by the definition of q it is easily seen that c is
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y˜1 ˜well defined. Since any homogeneous element of S R can be representedp
˜as a quotient arf where a and f are homogeneous elements of R and
˜   ..f g S , the set D s f is an open neighborhood of p, and arf defines ap &
g   ..section of O over D s f whose value at p is the given element. ToY &
g .prove c is injective, let U be an open neighborhood of p, q , h g G U, OY
 .  .having the same value q p s h p at p. By shrinking U if necessary, we
may assume that q s rrf and h s brg on U, where a, b, f , g are homoge-
˜ ˜neous elements of R and f , g g S . Since arf and brg have the samep
y˜1 ˜ ˜image in S R, it follows that there are t , t g S such that t a s t b,p 1 2 p 1 2
˜ y˜1 ˜t f s t g in R. Therefore arf s brg in every S R such that f , g, t , t g1 2 q 1 2
˜   ..   ..   ..S . But the set of such q is the open set D s f l D s g l D s tq 1
  ..l D s t , which contains p. Hence q s h in a whole neighborhood2
of p, so they have the same stalk at p. This proves that c is an isomor-
phism.
 . Fii The construction of OY
 F .For every open subset U g Y , put G U, O to be the set of allY
y1  . y1functions q from U to @ S R such that q p g S R and q ispgU p p
locally a quotient of elements of R, i.e., for every p g U there exists an
open neighborhood of p, V : U, and elements a, b g R such that for
 . y1each q g V, b g S and q q s arb in S R. For open subsets V : U inq q
U  F .  F .Y we define r : G U, O ª G V, O to be the natural restriction map.V Y Y
Using Proposition 1.3, a similar argument as that in the proof of Proposi-
tion 4.2 yields the following
5.3. PROPOSITION. Let the notations be as abo¨e.
 .  F .1 G U, O is a ring with identity 1 where the sums and products are theY
usual sums and products of functions, and rU is a ring homomorphism.V
 . F  .2 O is a sheaf of noncommutati¨ e rings.Y
 . F y13 For e¨ery p g Y , the stalk O is isomorphic to S R.Y p, p
&
g .  .iii The Construction of OY 0
&
g  . .For every open subset U g Y , put G U, O to be the set of allY 0
y˜1 ˜ y˜1 ˜ .  .  .functions q from U to @ S R such that q p g S R and qpgU p 0 p 0
˜is locally a quotient of elements of R, i.e., for every p g U there exists an
open neighborhood V of p, V : U, and homogeneous elements a, b with
˜ ˜  .the same degree in R such that for each q g V, b g S and q q s arbq &
y1 U g˜ ˜ .   . .in S R . For open subsets V : U in Y we define r : G U, O ªq 0 V Y 0&
g  . .G V, O to be the natural restriction map. By an argument similar toY 0
that in the proof of Proposition 4.2 we have the following
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5.4. PROPOSITION. Let the notations be as abo¨e.
&
g .   . .1 G U, O is a ring with identity 1 where the sums and products areY 0
the usual sums and products of functions, and rU is a ring homomorphism.V&
g .  .  .2 O is a sheaf of noncommutati¨ e rings.Y 0 &
g y1˜ ˜ .  .  .3 For e¨ery p g Y , the stalk O is isomorphic to S R .Y 0, p p 0
 .  F .iv The Construction of OY 0
  F . .For every open subset U g Y , put G U, O to be the set of allY 0
 y1 .  .  y1 .functions q from U to @ F S R such that q p g F S R and qpgU 0 p 0 p
is locally a quotient of elements of R, i.e., for every p g U there exists an
open neighborhood V of p, V : U, and elements a, b g R such that for
 .  y1 .each q g V, b g S and q q s arb in F S R . For open subsetsq 0 q
U   F . .   F . .V : U in Y we define r : G U, O ª G V, O to be the naturalV Y 0 Y 0
restriction map. Again, by an argument similar to that before we may
obtain the following
5.5. PROPOSITION. Let the notations be as abo¨e.
 .   F . .1 G U, O is a ring with identity 1 where the sums and products areY 0
the usual sums and products of functions, and rU is a ring homomorphism.V
 .  F . .  .2 O is a sheaf of noncommutati¨ e rings.Y 0
 .  F .  y1 .3 for e¨ery p g Y , the stalk O is isomorphic to F S R .Y 0, p 0 p
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